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Accudemia Version History

Version 7.0 (2020-02-25)

Internal version code 7.0-72a88e4bf

Features:

Added note in service-course restriction for clarity. (2020-02-21 - 148d13907)
Added option to remove invalid appts from recurrency and save. (2020-02-11 - cb36ea49d)
Added sorting and student filter in manage center screen. For ticket #110227 (2020-02-07 -
16e618741)

Bug Fixes:

Fixes class attendance filter for report. Fixes #110738 (2020-02-25 - 6917756a1)
Fixes center filter when user remembered another one. Fixes #110721 (2020-02-25 -
dff61c732)
Fixes changing out time in minutes in manual sign-in/out. Fixes #110626 (2020-02-21 -
452e43c13)
Fixes link to appointment list while editing a tutor schedule. Fixes #109691 (2020-02-18 -
3af389fce)
Fixes appointment list when system user has a scope set. Fixes #110525 (2020-02-17 -
ab8a732e3)
Fixes sending files with ICS format in certain edge cases. Fixes #110129 (2020-02-10 -
192611004)
Fixes sign-out procedure to use the correct Max Time In setting. Fixes #110410 (2020-02-10 -
5c6f86ed6)
Fixes deleting messages. Fixes #110369 (2020-02-10 - 0d3107914)
Fixes student filter in Manage Center screen (2020-02-07 - 8a49a0581)
Fixes page reload when pressing enter in the Search field. Fixes #110399 (2020-02-07 -
58bfda2c1)
Fixes popover styles when using dark-mode. Fixes #110369 (2020-02-07 - b1d694ae9)
Fixes removing messages when the receiver was deleted. Fixes #110369 (2020-02-07 -
4368c59a8)
iAccu: When uploading center sign-in log if no instructor was set, and the log is mapped to an
appointment, get the instructor from the appointment. (2020-02-05 - 051f340df)

Version 7.0 (2020-01-30)

Internal version code 7.0-133277db0
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Bug Fixes:

Fixed tutor selection when the user is also a tutor or student-tutor. Fixes #110197 (2020-01-30
- b69b9319f)
Fixed sign-in of non-student tutors. Fixes #110166 (2020-01-29 - ea0b4b84f)
Fixes default center selection when editing service-course associations. Fixes #110137
(2020-01-28 - 41f1dfd24)
Fixes editing center terminology error. Fixes #110137 (2020-01-28 - 3b68a735f)

Version 7.0 (2020-01-28)

Internal version code 7.0-f0a4597d2

Features:

Added notes to manual sign-in slide-in. Request #110116 (2020-01-28 - 7d8c4052d)

Bug Fixes:

Fixed erasing text after changing provider in Entity Search. Fixes #110115 (2020-01-28 -
3fd2c350a)
Fix permissions for users with Student Sign-ins/outs role in Manage Center screen. Fixes
#110116 (2020-01-28 - 85754da2a)
Increase number of items displayed in the entity search results. Fixes #110132 (2020-01-28 -
999c65647)
Fixes missing permission for viewing who's in. Fixes #110116 (2020-01-27 - 2513514d0)
Fixed default center selection for sys admins scoped to a center in the session logs screen.
Fixes #110080 (2020-01-24 - 0d64bf87e)

Version 7.0 (2020-01-24)

Internal version code 7.0-d43eb7dae

Bug Fixes:

Fixed performance issue (by limiting results) when many tutors are scheduled and trying to
make an appointment. Fixes #110076 (2020-01-24 - aa54a8220)
Fixed permissions for tutors signing students in and out. Fixes #110052 (2020-01-24 -
983975f3a)
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Version 7.0 (2020-01-22)

Internal version code 7.0-1cdd47736

Bug Fixes:

Fixed search in kiosk when using caps in the search text. Fixes #109919 (2020-01-21 -
e75a381ed)

Version 7.0 (2020-01-21)

Internal version code 7.0-c066eea03

Bug Fixes:

Fixed indeterminate styles in radio checks. (2020-01-21 - 7873c9738)
Cleared errors after a failed/canceled request in the appointment flow. (2020-01-21 -
8f7ec5677)

Version 7.0 (2020-01-20)

Internal version code 7.0-912a541fd

Bug Fixes:

Updated import procedure to avoid updating primary email if already specific as secondary.
Fixes #109962 (2020-01-20 - 40aadeb21)

Version 7.0 (2020-01-20)

Internal version code 7.0-6d9386781

Improvements:

Added option to check all or none items in bulk sign-in. (2020-01-20 - 1e818364b)
Added select all option to react-based grids. (2020-01-20 - 4c931cd92)

Bug Fixes:
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Reduced space used in kiosk between header and login box. Fixes #109951 (2020-01-17 -
28eb26d3d)

Version 7.0 (2020-01-17)

Internal version code 7.0-8d20382d9

Bug Fixes:

Fix forgot password change link for email clients that encode the content incorrectly. Fixes
#109878 fix: Update forgot password links to HTTPS. (2020-01-17 - 92be8fc1c)
Improved performance to query scheduled tutors during sign-in. Fixes #109883 fix: Fixed UI
when copying tutor schedules to every other tutor. (2020-01-17 - 7b95ab2c4)

Version 7.0 (2020-01-16)

Internal version code 7.0-9b3f22ba9

Enhancements:

Added instructor filter to new appointment screen step. Fixes #109846 item 4 (2020-01-15 -
4520e87ca)
Changed fixed walk-in settings screen to list only services for the center. (2020-01-15 -
9b4ddfc51)
Added small separation between appointment Confirm and Discard buttons. (2020-01-16 -
5e25e4fb9)

Bug Fixes:

Fixed period filter offset in session log list screen. Fixes #109874 fix: Fixed automatic sign-out
not using center level setting. Fixes #109874 (2020-01-16 - 969de1a4c)
Parse time correctly in API to list session logs. Fixes #109874 (2020-01-16 - 5fc070932)
Fixed signed-in time when signing out tutors. Fixes #109846 item 2 (2020-01-15 - ac0918361)
Fixed kiosk to use selection paths when the service is fixed. Fixes #109846 item 1 feat: Added
fixed walk-in information to kiosk splash screen. (2020-01-15 - 552b73acb)

Version 7.0 (2020-01-14)

Internal version code 7.0-a52104bc4
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Bug Fixes:

Restored paging buttons for selecting course in tutor schedule screen. Fixes #109835
(2020-01-14 - b26918a8e)
Fixes slot selection in certain cases when the date is not parsed correctly. Fixes #109484
(2020-01-14 - e5bfb0bcf)

Version 7.0 (2020-01-14)

Internal version code 7.0-f0e1e3104

Bug Fixes:

Fixed find existent students import timeout. Fixes #109774 (2020-01-14 - 7bf1edddc)

Version 7.0 (2020-01-14)

Internal version code 7.0-07dd06414

Bug Fixes:

Fixes display of classes with no Display As field set. Fixes #109796 (2020-01-14 - 7f34c67f4)
Fixed loading of custom HTML content in kiosk. Fixes #109786 (2020-01-14 - 32506b950)
Added missing permissions to the Edit Courses role to allow editing classes. Fixes #109742
(2020-01-14 - 266b0683a)
Fixed appointment flow when the course is not selected. Fixes #109789 (2020-01-14 -
423fd2abf)

Version 7.0 (2020-01-14)

Internal version code 7.0-23d2ec215

Bug Fixes:

Fix download grid results as Excel when there are items selected. Fixes #109762 (2020-01-14 -
ebad1ee4c)
Fixed editing class details. Fixes #190762 (2020-01-14 - b90beee03)

Version 7.0 (2020-01-13)

Fixed bug when registering student and profile questionnaire was not set. Fixes #109803
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(2020-01-13 - 255ac5b51)
Fixed random errors in report execution. Fixes #109758 (2020-01-13 - b34820b79)
Fixed editing student in Session Log. Fixes #109758 (2020-01-13 - 9e3d44de0)
Fixes tutor selection Unknown and None in combination with Selection Path. Fixes #109758
(2020-01-13 - df95a1cf9)
Added check to not use Selection Path options if not configured. Fixes #109754 (2020-01-13 -
81cca3b25)
Fixed creation time in appt details. Fixes #109748 (2020-01-10 - 2ae6b4c62)
Updated translations text and changed it to display the correct text security exception is
thrown. Fixes #109736 (2020-01-10 - 7de02000b)
Added student ID to appointment CSV export. Fixes #109719 (2020-01-10 - c28ee3b9e)
Fixed redirect to new student page when the entered ID does not exist. Fixes #109740
(2020-01-10 - d6f88eba7)
Fixed toolbar buttons in Firefox. Fixes #109633 (2020-01-10 - e175093a2)
Removed old About page. (2020-01-09 - ec1f42d75)
Added account license information to about page. Fixes #109728 (2020-01-09 - 9adafbee3)
Added option to select students from class list for manual sign-in. Fixes #109644 (2020-01-09 -
0bc4461a7)
Fixed tutor order in sign-in station when using schedules. Fixes #109708 (2020-01-09 -
af7d530ad)
Changed documentation link text (2020-01-08 - 6fcd67d37)
Fixed editing tutor assignments when clicking on the toolbar and then Edit Manually. Fixes
#109662 (2020-01-08 - c29882bed)
Updated Selection Path setting text (2020-01-07 - 573d2f340)
Fixed stand by log deletion on Firefox. Fixes #109657 (2020-01-06 - 9b47f1109)
Prevented students from updating their own email address. Fixes #109639 item 6 (2020-01-06 -
b59dd0237)
Improved setting description. (2020-01-06 - ff8506fc5)
Fixed back button in sign-in flow when the service is not the first step (i.e., Service is set to Do
Not Show). Fixes #109639 item 4. (2020-01-06 - caae61f74)
Added setting to allow to configure the 'swipe your card' text. Fixes #109639 item 3.
(2020-01-06 - ec988417d)
Fixed error when using old OpenSlots.aspx URL instead of new one. Fixes #109639 item 1.
(2020-01-06 - f05b3bce2)
Added time in at the sign-out confirmation screen. Fixes #109626 (2020-01-06 - 77fcfccc9)
Added announcement for Accudemia 7.0 release (2020-01-03 - 60d25a18c)
Fixed sign-in and editing issues in IE 11. Fixes #109598 (2020-01-02 - 2ab15ea63)
Fixed menu resize after showing product announcements. Fixes #109584 (2019-12-30 -
c4a594d89)
Fixed new appointment screen in IE, added pollyfills. Fixes #109567 (2019-12-23 - 95caff7b8)
Fixed list of centers in a new appt screen that was not using Appt_Disabled setting. Fixes
#109568 (2019-12-23 - 601e722e2)
Fixed bug in service-course restriction page that was not showing associations. Fixes #109484
(2019-12-16 - c678a763d)
Added SQL Agent job to purge data from old imports that failed. Fixes #109470 (2019-12-16 -
f0f47d54a)
Changed edit log screen to display all information when user can see only student logs. Fixes
#109454 (2019-12-13 - 12d0a823a)
Fixed copy tutor schedules. Fixes #109386 (2019-12-10 - 948913b0c)
Fixed time passed when signing-out from the manage center screen. Fixes #109368
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(2019-12-10 - d000f7ef0)
Fixed student sign-out when already signed-out. Fixes #109368 (2019-12-10 - efd35b214)
Fixed error when signing out a student that's already signed-out (2019-12-06 - deeaa3d56)
Fixed page title loading in certain cases (2019-12-06 - e1c968eeb)
Added null checks to avoid errors when signing out a user that's not signed in (2019-12-06 -
6f9885654)
Fixed the removal of stuck students in the waiting line for #109294 (2019-12-05 - c43503aef)
Fixed signing-out from the manage center screen. Fixes #109240 (2019-12-02 - c4d27702c)
Changed HTML filter to allow IFRAMEs (eg, embedded videos). (2019-12-02 - d9a28b8c4)
Fixed setting walk-in selection in sign-in station. (2019-11-29 - 0e4a76d27)
Fixed chat messaging. (2019-11-21 - 9fd624d78)
Added semester step in appointment screen to allow appointments in future semesters.
(2019-11-20 - 5a1d44f49)
Removed browser cache for logged in users to avoid data to be displayed when the back button
is pressed. (2019-11-15 - 1d3b1aeeb)
Fixed menu display when appointments are disable globally. (2019-11-15 - 904bd6faf)
Fixed issue in off-time screen when viewing in merged mode: Sundays were not being
displayed. (2019-11-14 - 65e84e976)
Removed unused setting (Period to Show) (2019-11-14 - a40424a02)
ADX (v1.1.5812.6660): Fixed photo uploading for files larger than 2MB. Also, files are now
resized in the client before being uploaded. (2019-11-12 - a55d0c7da)
Several bug fixes (2019-10-31 - 2c9e2fc1f, 021cb4fb8, 853f0dc2e, 8088367bd, 2c9e2fc1f)
Added option to change display density in Manage Center screen (2019-10-21 - dacf92efb)
Fix attendance by instructor report not filtering by 'unspecified' instructor (2019-10-21 -
8b3bd1370)
Updated theme colors and dark mode styles (2019-10-21 - ca196305d)
Fixed permission validation for appointment listing when the user is tutor and student
(2019-10-14 - 055639e35)
Added option to schedule recurring appointments to new appointment screen (2019-10-10 -
6b9025f50)
Fixed browser auto-filling with username in edit user screen (2019-10-10 - f285a2946)
Fixed appointment not being associated with session log when session log modified manually
(2019-10-02 - 2a76e0dc1)
Fixed tutor listing in kiosk, default course is now being used (2019-10-02 - 98e5a06d9)
Fixed appointment not being associated with session log when ask to report visits to instructor
is enabled (2019-10-02 - 3547bc2a1)
Fixed email sending when resetting password (2019-09-27 - 5ebbae1d8)
Added option to hide service suggestion in new appointment screen (2019-09-27 - b65b6974d)
Added option to skip waiting line for certain services (2019-09-26 - d48767d49)
Added rate limit to export and import options (max 100 per day) (2019-09-26 - 8a71b314b)
Fixed instructor access to tutor assessment reports (2019-09-25 - b4c0a0a52)
Added check to ADX startup to update scheduled jobs that point to another path (2019-09-24 -
feb506348)
Added service-course and student-tutor restrictions (2019-09-23 - 681f4b32d)
Fixed issue in SAML validation that was showing an error to the user in certain cases
(2019-09-20 - 06bc6bb00)
Fixed edit appointment using the Manual option, while loading the list of services (2019-09-19 -
40f03e856)
Fixed edit presence in appointment list in Firefox (2019-09-19 - b53df749f)
Fixed view schedule display when no student is set in appointment (2019-09-18 - 2c7692a03)
Fixed display in new manual appointment screen (2019-09-18 - 19e9f0ad1)
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Fixed end date filter in appointment list (2019-09-18 - 2f72d9dc6)
Fixed bug in New by X appointment screen that was allowing a scoped admin to create an
appointment in another location without a student selected (2019-09-17 - 6ba2cd33f)
Fixed popup background on iOS Safari (2019-09-17 - e06203ecf)
Added check to prevent error in tooltip while loading appointment screen (2019-09-16 -
cd4e73f4e)
Fixed issues while editing services, scheduled reports and iAccu MSDT screens (2019-09-13 -
5379ee0a6)
Fixed course check when course was not set in the new by tutor appointment screen
(2019-09-10 - 18b8d162f)
Added redirect to HTTPS for Login.aspx (2019-09-10 - a6412be99)
Fixed Appointments > New by Tutor and New by Date check for course availability (2019-09-10
- 16b93bcbd)
Fixed appointment duration rounding, instructor saving during appointment and disabled
recurrent appointment button (2019-09-09 - 3735db031)
Removed option to inject custom CSS in login form (2019-09-06 - 7d61bf412)
Fixed editing time in session logs and while creating new logs (2019-09-06 - b630e1c35)
Updated SAML metadata to include Accudemia logo (2019-09-05 - 23967dbf0)
Added option to create a short and direct link to make appointments with a specific staff
member. (2019-09-02 - 8e766361f)
Added SAML XML metadata. Available in /saml/metadata (2019-08-22 - 8913f143e)
Added Type for more results in Entity Search (2019-08-21 - 53ded6d51)
Added Void reason in appointment details (2019-08-21 - 53ded6d51)
Added Void button to appointments with no-show (2019-08-21 - 53ded6d51)
Fixed date parsing issue when creating a new appointment (2019-08-21 - ee6661305)
Fixed ID check when set as required in control panel (2019-08-16 - 0a927f4d1)
Added required indication in new student registration form, improved screen readers for
surveys (2019-08-16 - 6c62e1bd3)
Created redirect from old manual sign-in pages to Manage Center (2019-08-16 - ce15b0152)
Fixed translations, fixed edit tutor assignments (2019-08-16 - ed1e41b00)
Fixed tutor log creation with correct time (not saving in UTC) (2019-08-16 - a7bed23c7)
Fixed creating user when email address is required (email was not saving) (2019-08-16 -
c9a4fd128)
Fixed session log listing and permissions for comments (2019-08-09 - 0a11d2465)
Added access to Tutor Session Log Admin to the session logs page (2019-08-09 - e23eb5f15)
Fixed answering pending surveys from Pending Surveys page and home page (2019-08-08 -
a0c0a8183)
Implemented surveys in sign-in station (2019-08-08 - 307df9073)
Migrated all pages to new layout for consistent styling. (many changes)
Fully redesigned the sign-in station/student self-sign-in process. (many changes)
Added clean URLs. For example: /login, /kiosk, /private/appointments/new, /private/users (many
changes)
Completely redesigned Who's In, Manual Sign-In, Manual Sign-Out, Manual Sign-In/Out and
Intake System screens. Combined in a single Manage Center. (many changes)
Redesigned site navigation menu. Also, a simplified version of the menu is shown for students.
(many changes)
Improved security across the system by improving resource access checking. (many changes)
Added home page buttons for appointments and fixed image displaying in announcement
(2019-08-05 - 167b6a40f)
Student sign-up screen in kiosk fully re-implemented, with customizable instructions
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(2019-08-05 - 4aa4db7fd)
Fixed license validation and updated license expired and session expired messages (2019-08-01
- 1de8f6b2a)
Changed beta account domain to be stored in cookies instead of session (2019-07-30 -
cbec112cf)
Fixed service selection from manual appt screen when changing center (2019-07-29 -
91e8b670e)
Fixed bug when clicked on a slot while still loading (2019-07-29 - 1b967ff65)
Fixed popups in new appointments when shown in the slide-in (2019-07-29 - fe331591b)
Improved styles for appointment progress bar (2019-07-26 - 4b91ba39b)
Fixed schedule report permissions (removed students from being able to do it) (2019-07-26 -
bb134329f)
Fixed instructor step in new appointment (2019-07-26 - f05e2c8c3)
Changed appointment flow so it shows or hides the correct steps (service, course, etc.)
depending on the center's configs (2019-07-26 - be38f8068)
New appointment slots now are filtered by course and service (2019-07-24 - 21acdb089)
Added popup to select service in appointments. (2019-07-23 - 15dbc550f)
Improved student search to lookup by first, last and ID. (2019-07-23 - 15dbc550f)
Added grid export to CSV (2019-07-22 - 98446a68f)
Added grid page size (2019-07-22 - cbe561714)
Fixed error in appointment pages (2019-07-18 - ecc9349b7)
Added option to create log from session logs screen (2019-07-18 - 1b4862e27)
Updated past reports page (2019-07-18 - 0344405c9)
Migrated message list page, fixed footer positioning when chat is enabled (2019-07-18 -
85477384d)
Added SAML XML Metadata parser (2019-07-15 - a78c191a0)
Fixed import and job execution listing when job still in progress (2019-07-11 - c66cd405c)
Added option to display full HTML header instead of just logo in the kiosk (2019-07-11 -
22c06f5ba)
Improved sign-in station error message display (2019-07-11 - bc5da3b48)
Added option to uninstall kiosk (2019-07-11 - 5d75beda2)
Improved slide in display in small screens (2019-07-11 - 69a244b23)
Fixed incorrect button action in class edit (2019-07-11 - 18925b4ab)
Fixed class edit, reverted inverse sort for Get All Appointments procedure (2019-07-11 -
98daa23cb)
Added options to pick default method for appointments (2019-07-10 - 82460b25f)
Improved high contrast layout (2019-07-09 - f6d5ecb7a)
Improved old appointment wizard display (2019-07-08 - 51654f397)
Improved appointment list for easier readability (2019-07-08 - 81481d9c0)
Fixed display issue in communities page (2019-07-03 - 61f78562e)
Added information in the confirm sign-in screen in the kiosk (2019-07-03 - a0b2ac002)
Improved user cache speed (2019-06-18 - 55044a7ae)
Added student summary view in manage center screen (2019-06-13 - dcca23e65)
Added option to sign-out at a specific time (2019-06-12 - 9fcbae307)
Improved home page loading speed. (2019-04-15 - 0ce53053e)
Changed header branding. Now only a logo is supported. (2019-04-11 - 9e01c7ba5)
Added option to activate/deactivate users in bulk (2019-04-09 - 8d39f1358)
Implemented sign-in notification editor, outside of the regular user edit screen. (2019-04-05 -
8de8fa539)
Simplified Sign-In Station creation. Now it requires less clicks and it's faster. (2019-03-06 -
f128afda7)
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Version 6.5 (2019-11-13)

ADX (v1.1.5812.6660): Fixed photo uploading for files larger than 2MB. Also, files are now
resized in the client before being uploaded. (2019-11-12 - a55d0c7da)
Fixed browser auto-filling with user name in edit user screen (2019-10-10 - f285a2946)
Fixed appointment not being associated with session log when session log modified manually
(2019-10-02 - 2a76e0dc1)
Fixed appointment not being associated with session log when ask to report visits to instructor
is enabled (2019-10-02 - 90519798a)
Added option to skip waiting line for certain services (2019-09-26 - d48767d49, d04cae7c6)
Fixed intake system page not loading when coming from sign-in station (2019-09-26 -
fb1d1fbfa)
Added rate limit to export and import (2019-09-26 - d45730324)

Version 6.4 (2019-09-20)

Fixed issue in SAML validation that was showing an error to the user in certain cases
(2019-09-20 - 06bc6bb00)
Fixed view schedule display when no student is set in appointment (2019-09-18 - 2c7692a03)
Fixed bug in New by X appointment screen that was allowing a scoped admin create an
appointment in another location without a student selected (2019-09-17 - 6ba2cd33f)
Fixed popup background on iOS Safari (2019-09-17 - e06203ecf)
Added check to prevent error in tooltip while loading appointment screen (2019-09-16 -
cd4e73f4e)
Fixed course check when course was not set in the new by tutor appointment screen
(2019-09-10 - 18b8d162f)
Fixed HTTP to HTTPS redirect in Login.aspx page (2019-09-10 - 5d7923dea)
Fixed course availability check in Appointments > New by Tutor/Date screens. (2019-09-10 -
891d93591)
Removed option to inject custom CSS in login form (2019-09-06 - 7fb2fc9f4)
Fixed XSS filter that it was producing an error in certain cases (2019-09-05 - 20d99e9ff)
Updated SAML metadata to include Accudemia logo (2019-09-05 - 23967dbf0)
Fixed KB help scraping after Zoho changes in URL (2019-08-15 - 98d0f466b)
Implemented side-by-side integration between current version and version 7.0 (2019-07-31 -
c78bcca7d, f5f4b540c, 7cec7e4de, 81c5cee36, 274c4b7a7)
ADX: Fixed email validation for long domains such as @somewhere.church (2019-07-04 -
a44a39884)
ADX: Fixed Get Support button log. (2019-07-04 - ce9493549)
ADX: Updated publish instructions (2019-07-04 - ddc1fe4e1)
Added Service Return Times and Attendance by Service incl Course, both with Student Profile in
Excel only format (2019-07-01 - b40e5348a)
Fixed report execution when many groups are selected (2019-06-17 - 46e1d15a8)
Fixed report when selected student was deleted (2019-06-04 - 6a87bd41e)
Fixed permission when tutor lists instructors (2019-05-30 - 4cbbf99c8)
Fixed type in settings (2019-05-27 - 4defe7715)
Added SAML support (2019-05-24 - bf104b20d)
Fixed grid bug when exporting data with spaces (2019-05-22 - 71aa1adc4)
Fixed error when duplicate session logs are created (2019-05-21 - 882231c67)
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Fixed paging not working in students waiting in the intake system (2019-05-14 - 0fca16fb8)
Added logging when the import fails, fixed import of instructor assignments when duplicates in
file (2019-05-14 - be3c1dcec)
Fixed issue that was preventing to set the selection path back to default for a service
(2019-04-24 - 6de8797ec)
Fixed selection path editing for center admins (2019-04-23 - b0ac35e98)
Added friendly message when no place is selected when create a session in the advanced
scheduler (2019-04-22 - c154dd7ed)
Fixed scheduled report time calculation (2019-04-19 - 1d7e1542c, 263be5629)

Version 6.3 (2019-03-20)

Fixed viewing profile answers with multiple pages (2019-03-20 - 2239841d8)
Fixed typo in Visits by Tutor report and added Services column in Attendance with Info report
(2019-03-18 - 8af60c7ec)
Improved performance of Attendance by Student with info report (2019-02-08 - 25dbde105)
Fixed place browser highlighting in IE11 (2019-02-06 - b35269d0c, 9fb23b970)
Fixed new semester import (2019-02-06 - f784588dc)
Fixed creating attendance for pass semesters (2019-01-28 - 5f6d6c050)
Fixed recurring appointment loading (2019-01-15 - f0afc4173)
Fixed issues in reports when loading own's email address (2019-01-02 - 604b85692)
Improved messages in semester import (2019-01-02 - 2c3d2d275)
Fixed error when user deleted and cookie still set (2018-12-28 - d2f665839)
Added product announcements (2018-12-19 - 44fd17c98)
Fixed default appointment duration in wizard (2018-12-13 - cd2725c71)
Fixed attendance by instructor report (2018-12-12 - 4ab2d2d27)
Fixed tutor filter in appointment no show report (2018-12-11 - 4825ca872)
Fixed bug with View Attendance Reports role, now student filter is not automatically applied for
the (2018-12-07 - b429cc42e)
Updated appointment history report (2018-12-05 - f44849714)
Added filter to attendance by student (with info) report (2018-12-05 - 597eee08e)
Fixed double booking in manual page (2018-12-03 - 34d6edd03)
Fixed image uploading rotation (2018-12-03 - 0e134d44d, a2d8c4c3e)
Fixed bug in period filter when no current semester available (2018-11-27 - cd5e430a4)
Added group field to visits by instructor report (2018-11-27 - 90108853a)
Fixed buttons in HTML editor (2018-11-26 - 34b870019)
Added report schedule (2018-11-22 - 2293b0128, 279e66d2f, 342ea11eb, 682eb05bb)
Fixed image upload and updated default ID mask for new accounts (2018-11-20 - ed1c8eba4)
Fixed issue when signing-out users (2018-11-16 - 631777dd8)
Fixed appt history report with no filters (2018-11-16 - a64708528)
Now instructor is passed to the session log when marked as present manually (2018-11-16 -
91e667d2c)
Fixed race condition in chat server, added test (2018-11-15 - aff92c989)
Fixed view report as anonymous (2018-11-15 - c1178cb7d)
Added tooltip to tutor schedule's edit mode (2018-11-07 - b51aaf1d0)
Appointment validation 'no earlier than' is applied when showing the open slots (2018-11-07 -
fb582116d)
Fixed error in sign-in station (2018-11-06 - a68828433)
Fixed my tutoring activity report (2018-11-01 - f67bcb41d)
Fixed internal memory issues (2018-10-29 - e2bf7b2f0)
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Fixed hide tutor names in New by Date appt screen. Fixed tutor search for non-admins in new
by tutor page (2018-10-29 - 32942a7c4)
Removed reference from grid details to page (partially) (2018-10-29 - 7c4bcc5ee)
Improved explanation in settings (2018-10-29 - 983390f0e)
Fixed memory leak in grids (2018-10-29 - 75da19e14)
Fixed issue when a user is scoped to a specific center and another one is remembered
(2018-10-23 - fc3a6614e)
Added option to include the CRN in the reports (2018-10-22 - 736427aa0)
Added option to pin filters to remember (2018-10-19 - 6560df654)
Fix layout of visits by instructor report (2018-10-19 - 458d2e868)
Fixed grouping in visits by instructor report (2018-10-19 - cd293c6b5)
Fixed send report by email link (2018-10-19 - fdb6a11f3)
Fixed search and filter issues (2018-10-17 - 3cbc6338c)
Added refresh button to appointment list (2018-10-17 - 6d00eddc2)
Fixed bug when creating a new Role Gropu using IE (2018-10-16 - a3e58982f)
Added CRN to instructor reports (2018-10-12 - 710826e65)
Fixed tutor hour report layout (2018-10-11 - 699f05f42)
Fixed instructor selection when course is set in the filter (2018-10-11 - d95703149)
Fixed terminology for Course in new appointment screens (2018-10-11 - e657e8cfc)
Fixed issue related to export session logs to excel (2018-10-11 - 7487eb4a0)
Fixed saving tutor schedule. (2018-10-10 - b59878bc2)
Fixed making appointment when services are remembered. (2018-10-10 - b59878bc2)
Fixed instructor selection when making an appointment. (2018-10-10 - b59878bc2)
Fixed bug in appointment due to remembered student selection (2018-10-10 - 03ce371d6)
Added option to use specific appt durations (2018-10-08 - e84ece05d)
Fixed course advanced scheduled link (2018-10-08 - f5ed64431)
Updated course filter to show to everyone except students only (2018-10-05 - 9d81d1dff)
Merge branch 'issues/100150-assessment-report' (2018-10-04 - a36e8fcc1)
Updated reports to filter by instructor (2018-10-04 - 4ab29161a)
Fixed issue with id filtering in course grids (2018-10-04 - bbe87006c)
Changed permissions checking to allow access to reports based on custom rules (2018-10-04 -
0e006db69)
Fixed course search when prefix is not set (2018-10-04 - 741fc1be7)
Fixed display of place selector on mobile with short text (2018-10-02 - 2adecb8fc)
Fixed course listing and display of active in many cases (2018-10-02 - 34106cf83)
Added option to remember active filter in course listing (2018-10-02 - 34106cf83)
Improved update contact informational message (2018-10-02 - 34106cf83)
Removed possibility for students to update the sign-in notifications (2018-10-02 - 34106cf83)
Other performance changes and bug fixes (b9ea7f015, 1b4079eff, ba2587f22, b5fcc3311,
fa0b89704, 5fe75af23, 3007a31f3, 9865455ec, eb4b6445e, 616a277b0 and others)

Version 6.2 (2018-10-01)

Improved filter workflow in appointment interfaces
Appointment screens improved to work better with screen readers
Appointment screens improved to work better in mobile devices
Improved course search in all screens
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Version 6.1

Added report 'Tutoring Assessment - Detailed (Columns Format)'
Survey reports are available immediately after a sign-in. The student doesn't have to sign-out
before the data becomes available anymore.
Added Selection Paths by Service. Available in Control Panel > Walk-In > Configure Selection
Paths.
Added support button for easy KB search and support ticket creation.
Customizable Site Navigation Options
Added terminology per center for terms Tutor, Tutors and Tutoring.

Version 6.0

Renewed Look and Feel
New High-Contrast mode.
Improved mobile and touch screen support
Improved assistive technology (eg, screen readers) support
Improved text readability
Added support for dragging to create appointments of different durations
Added more inclusive gender options
Added option to customize login page title and instructions
Added option to change the page size in the grids
Added report search
Reordered Intake System centers for easier look up
Improved loading performance
Various bug fixes

Version 5.1

Performance: Import of large files has been improved. Now they are uploaded in chunks making
it faster!
Performance: Reports speed has been improved!
Security: Password encryption has been enhanced!
Performance: Centers edit screen: Now courses tab is hidden when more than 5000 courses are
registered in the center, making the screen load faster.
Performance: System wide: Improved overall performance.
Accudemia Data eXchange (ADX): It now supports exporting data from Accudemia. Click here
for more information.
Sign-in station: Students can now choose if they want their visit to be reported to the their
instructors.
Reports: Appointments with Comments report has been added.
Reports: Attendance by Class report added.
Reports: Attendance by Class with Logs report added.
Reports: Student Usage report added.
Reports: Tutor Activity report added.
Export: Last 7 days session logs export added.
Export: Last 7 days appointments export added.
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Contact your administrator feature has been added.
About screen has been added.
iAccu: When a student swipes his card (or his barcodes is scanned) it can now check online to
find out if he's signing-in or out.
iAccu: Appointments' no-show status is updated when in live upload mode.
Appointments: Add an option to prevent students from accessing to the appointments wizard.
Appointments: Appointments wizard now allows the creation of recurring appointments by
clicking over the slots.
Appointments: Allow appointments administrators to by-pass validations when making
appointments.
Appointments: Prevent users that are not appointment administrators from cancelling, re-
scheduling or editing appointments starting less than X minutes ahead.
Appointments: New by Date and New by Tutor screens now show the courses the selected
student is enrolled in (if the system is set to use enrollment).
Appointments: New by Dutor and New by Tutor screens now auto select course with the filtered
one.
Appointments: Added Microsoft Outlook / Google Calendar (iCal) integration to email
notifications.
Appointments: New by Date and New by Tutor search filters changed. When center is selected
related courses are filtered.
Appointments: No-show restriction can now be set per center.
Appointments: The details column in the appointments list now shows if the appointment was
made by-passing validations.
Appointments: New setting to hide tutors filter from the New by Tutor screen has been added.
Appointments: New setting to disable appointments scheduling per center has been added.
Courses: Setting to make a course available to all students has been added. This setting can
also be imported.
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